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Risk assessment updates: 
pre-launch check 

 
Background 

Keeping young people safe is our primary aim at the Scouts. Having fun and trying new things comes a close second. 
At all levels and in all activities, we’re very good at assessing risk: looking for things that might go wrong or could 
cause injury, and adapting what we do. Sometimes, we even have to call it out and help others see there’s a better and 
safer way to do something. What we’re less good at doing – collectively – is writing that down. We know from years 
and years of solid incident statistics that most accidents happen in our meeting places, yet it’s there that most risk 
assessments are kept in one volunteer’s head. Some sections only go camping once a year, yet they rightly have a very 
detailed written pack of risk assessments. We need to make sure that we write down, share and inform our young 
people of what the risks are on every activity, and have them documented somewhere so that we can reassure 
parents, carers and others in our communities that we’ve prepared for and mitigated these risks. We also need to do 
this in a way that’s not overly burdensome on our dedicated leadership teams. In fact, it should be as simple as adding 
it into our programme planning sessions and for many of our repeated weekly activities, simply tweaking template 
documents.  
 
The Safety Committee has agreed guidance updates to support effective risk assessment across all Scouts activities. 
These updates also remove unnecessary barriers, making sure Scouts remain safe, while making rules and processes 
easy for volunteers to follow.  
 
Following this pre-launch check, the intention is to publish this guidance and go live in September 2020. Until the 
updates are published, the current guidance (February 2019) continue to apply.  
 
Providing feedback 

If you have any comments or concerns about these changes – how might be understood or put into practice, or 
anything that doesn’t make sense or isn’t workable – please let us know via the online survey. You can submit your 
comments until midnight on 26 July 2020. 
 
Note: Please read the proposals carefully and only provide feedback on the areas which you feel will cause issues in 
the safe delivery of Scouts locally.  
 
When to risk assess 

The Safety Policy, along with POR rule 9.1, state that all Scouts activities must be risk assessed and undertaken as 
safely as possible. This hasn’t changed but it’s become apparent that this isn’t being applied to day to day activities, 
including weekly section programmes. Reaffirming the importance of risk assessment in order to keep members safe is 
our current focus. 
 
The risk assessment process will stay the same, continuing with a five step approach, but work’s been carried out to 
explain these steps in a simple manner to help everyone put them into practice locally.  
 
Documenting and communicating 

The main change proposed is that all risk assessments are documented. We’ve provided examples of a wide variety of 
methods you can use to do this: some examples can be found in Appendix 1. This doesn’t mean that every section’s 
expected to produce a huge folder of completed risk assessment forms. As a section leadership team plan their 
programme and prepare their activities, they would consider the five steps to risk assessment and document these in a 
way which works for them, with some options being provided in the guidance. This change would apply at all levels, 
including Districts, Counties/Areas/Regions (Scotland) and Countries, so any activities taking place at any level must 
be risk assessed and the risk assessment documented.  

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/62143b5b216e4e2f893efb2d425f811f
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There’ll be some initial work to make sure that those with responsibility for premises have their risk assessments 
clearly documented and available to users of the building, campsite or activity centre. Sections need to document risk 
assessments for the standard parts of their meeting (the arrival, opening, closing and departure, for example) and 
activities they do on a regular basis (for example, crafts, cooking, and specific games played regularly). Each of these, 
once done, will simply need to be reviewed dynamically each time the activity takes place or reviewed and updated 
when changes occur.  
 
Support 
In some areas, this will result in little or no change, while in others, this will be a bigger change. The guidance for risk 
assessment FS120000 is being updated to support these changes. We’ll provide examples of risk assessments using 
a range of methods, which may include template documents, notes on your phone, and annotating activity instructions 
or online tools eg Online Scout Manager (OSM).  
 
The ongoing safety training’s also being updated to reflect these changes and will be available to help members with 
their understanding of risk assessment and the process.  
 
Although we’re sharing this in a time when no face-to-face meetings are taking place, we hope this also provides an 
opportunity to prepare for the new Scouts term. Making written risk assessments part of the culture while planning 
your section programmes will soon become a positive habit.  
 
Line managers have been briefed on these changes and are on hand to help with any questions you might have. You 
might also have specialists in your area who can help you with the practicalities of doing your risk assessments – look 
out for Safety Coordinators, Safety Trainers, and those who work in health and safety.  
 
Most importantly, please don’t be scared or put off by this and remember that we all do risk assessments every day. 
We decide where and if it’s safe to cross roads, how to take things out of ovens, how to reach up and open windows, 
etc – we just need to be better at writing things down.  
 
Putting this into practice 
This update will be launched in the summer of 2020. However, we’re aware of the task that lies ahead for many of you 
and so, although we’re asking you to focus on getting your risk assessments in place as soon as you can, we’ve built in 
a transition period until 31 December 2020 for this to be fully put into practice.  
 
Let’s remember that doing a risk assessment has always been a key part of the safety policy and activity rules; what 
we need to do now is make sure that this isdocumented and communicated clearly throughout all Scouts teams.  
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Appendix 1  – Risk assessment recording examples 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


